A simplified parametrised model for lung microstructures capable of mimicking realistic geometrical and mechanical properties.
The respiratory zone of mammalian lungs contains several millions of so-called alveoli. The geometrical and mechanical properties of this microstructure are crucial for respiration and influence the macroscopic behaviour of the entire organ in health and disease. Hence, if computational models are sought to gain more insight into lung behaviour, predict lung states in certain scenarios or suggest better treatment options in early stages of respiratory dysfunction, an adequate representation of this microstructure is essential. However, investigating the real alveolar architecture requires complex medical-imaging methods and would be computationally extremely expensive. Even worse, there is currently no way of obtaining the real patient-specific microstructure in vivo. Hence, we present a fast and easy to compute parametrised model of lung microstructures based on tetrakaidecahedra which can represent both geometrical and mechanical properties of the parenchyma. We show that gas transport pathways and stress and strain distributions are comparable to real alveolar microstructures and even capable of capturing variations present in biology. The created parametrised lung microstructure models can be utilized in finite element simulations to study, e.g., alveolar flow phenomena, particle deposition, or alveolar stresses and strains during mechanical ventilation. Due to the simpler geometry of the parametrised microgeometries compared to imaging-based microstructures, remarkable savings in CPU time can be achieved. We show that our model requires a minimum of 10% of the computational time for computing the same strain state in structural mechanics simulations compared to imaging-based alveolar microstructures.